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Abstract: Leaf area index (LAI) is one of the most important canopy structure parameters utilized in
process-based models of climate, hydrology, and biogeochemistry. In order to determine the reliability
and applicability of satellite LAI products, it is critical to validate satellite LAI products. Due to
surface heterogeneity and scale effects, it is difficult to validate the accuracy of LAI products. In order
to improve the spatio-temporal accuracy of satellite LAI products, we propose a new multi-scale LAI
product validation method based on a crop growth cycle. In this method, we used the PROSAIL
model to derive Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) LAI
data and Gaofen-1 (GF-1) for the study area. The Empirical Bayes Kriging (EBK) interpolation
method was used to perform a spatial multi-scale transformation of Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) LAI products, GF-1 LAI data, and ASTER LAI data. Finally, MODIS
LAI satellite products were compared with field measured LAI data, GF-1 LAI data, and ASTER
LAI data during the growing season of crop field. This study was conducted in the agricultural
oasis area of the middle reaches of the Heihe River Basin in northwestern China and the Conghua
District of Guangzhou in Guangdong Province. The results suggest that the validation accuracy of
the multi-scale MODIS LAI products validated by ASTER LAI data were higher than those of the
GF-1 LAI data and the reference field measured LAI data, showing a R2 of 0.758 and relative mean
square error (RRMSE) of 28.73% for 15 m ASTER LAI and a R2 of 0.703 and RRMSE of 30.80% for
500 m ASTER LAI, which imply that the 15 m MODIS LAI product generated by the EBK method
was more accurate than the 500 m and 8 m products. This study provides a new validation method
for satellite remotely sensed products.

Keywords: multi-scale LAI product validation; PROSAIL model; EBK; crop growth period

1. Introduction

Leaf area index (LAI) plays an important role in the biophysical processes of vegetation canopies
and exchange processes of matter and energy between the Earth and atmosphere [1–4]. With advances
in remote sensing technology, a number of satellite LAI products have been generated to monitor
regional and global vegetation. Among them, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) LAI product has been widely used. However, the availability of satellite products for
scientific research and practical applications presents uncertainties due to various effects such as model
algorithm, observation conditions, and sensor specifications [5]. Thus, it is important to validate the
accuracy of LAI satellite products for assuring their effective utility in various disciplines [6].
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Methods for the validation of LAI products are divided into three types: product intercomparison,
direct validation, and indirect validation [7,8]. Product intercomparisons are conducted to evaluate
the relative accuracy of satellite LAI products by comparing the spatio-temporal consistency among
different satellite LAI products with similar time phase, same projection coordinate system, and spatial
resolution [9]. Garrigues et al. [7] investigated the performances and spatio-temporal consistencies of
four major global LAI products at 1/11.2◦ spatial sampling and a monthly time step: ECOCLIMAP
climatology, GLOBCARBON (GLOBal Biophysical Products Terrestial CARBON Studies), CYCLOPES
(Carbon Cycle and Change in Land Observational Products from an Ensemble of Satellites), and MODIS
Collection 4. Yang et al. [9] compared and analyzed the spatio-temporal consistency of GEOV1
(GEOLAND2 Version 1), GLASS (Global Land Surface Satellite), and MODIS LAI products in southwest
China’s mountainous area. A product intercomparison can easily be achieved over a large number of
sites representing the global distribution of land surface types and over a complete vegetation cycle.
However, the product intercomparison method does not utilize concurrent field measurement data to
evaluate the spatio-temporal consistencies of different products [7,8,10]. Thus, this approach cannot
guarantee the absolute accuracy of satellite products [11].

The direct verification method considers ground measurements as the reference against which
to evaluate the precision of satellite products. Sea et al. [12] compared MODIS LAI collections 4.8
and 5.0 with ground-based measurements taken along a 900 km north–south transect through the
savanna in the Northern Territory of Australia. Fang et al. [8] verified MODIS LAI and CYCLOPES
LAI using global field measured data and suggested that the direct comparison method is promising
when a sufficient number of ground points are used and the field is homogeneous over a large area.
However, it is difficult to satisfy this surface homogeneity requirement when validating estimates from
remote sensing images with larger pixel size because vegetation cover is rarely uniform over large
areas [13–15].

The indirect validation method is a more reasonable approach for validating low-resolution
satellite products because it can avoid the spatial scale-mismatch problem [16]. The method builds a
“bridge” between ground measured data and low-resolution remote sensing products using relatively
high resolution satellite or aerial remote sensing images. Yang et al. [17] verified the accuracy of
MODIS LAI products in the Qinghai Lake Basin by using Landsat 8 OLI data combined with field
measurement data. They resampled the 30 m Landsat 8 LAI products into 1 km pixels to compare them
to the MOD15A2 product, pixel by pixel. However, few studies [18,19] have been able to downscale
the lower spatial resolution satellite LAI products into the spatial resolution of the bridging LAI results
and then conduct a comparison, as it is difficult to generate LAI products with lower resolution without
a sufficient number of homogeneous samples.

These existing validation efforts suggest that the present methods cannot determine the applicable
scale of the LAI satellite product only based on the accuracy of the validation of the satellite product
with the original resolution. As one of the most important canopy structure parameters in process-based
models of crop biogeochemistry, LAI reflects crop growth characteristics. In order to quickly and
efficiently monitor crop growth, it is very important to validate MODIS LAI products on crop growth
period. The existing validation methods also rarely consider the crop growth cycle, which reduces
the reliability of the verification accuracy. The objective of this study was to build a new validation
method based on the Empirical Bayes Kriging (EBK) interpolation and the crop growth cycle to verify
the accuracy of multi-scale MODIS LAI products. Taking an oasis agricultural area in the middle
reaches of the Heihe River Basin and the Conghua District of Guangzhou in Guangdong Province as
examples, the method used the PROSAIL model and Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) images and the Gaofen-1 (GF-1) images to produce ASTER LAI and
GF-1 LAI reference maps. Then, the EBK interpolation method was driven to perform spatial upscaling
transformations on ASTER LAI from 15 m spatial resolution to 500 m, GF-1 LAI from 8 m to 500 m and
spatial downscaling transformation on the MODIS LAI images from 500 m spatial resolution to 15 m
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and 8 m. Finally, the multitemporal and spatial scale LAI product validation was completed on the
crop during its crop growth cycle.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

This study dealt with both the agricultural oasis area of the middle reaches of the Heihe River
Basin (Figure 1b,c) and the Conghua District of Guangzhou in Guangdong Province (Figure 1d,e).
The agricultural oasis area of the middle reaches of the Heihe River Basin is located in northwestern
China with the latitude and longitude ranges of 38◦ to 42◦ N and 98◦ to 101◦30′ E. It has a temperate
continental climate, with short and hot summers, long and cold winters, an annual precipitation of
only 54.9~436.2 mm, and annual evaporation of 1700 mm. Due to pressure on water resources in
this fragile ecological environment, it is critical to monitor surface vegetation cover and vegetation
growth of this agricultural oasis district in the Heihe River Basin. Satellite LAI products offer a means
to efficiently monitor vegetation cover over larger regions, but to do this reliably, it is necessary to
validate their accuracy. Additionally, Conghua District of Guangzhou City, China (11,317′–11,404′ E,
2322′–2356′ N) is located in the transition zone from the Pearl River Delta to the northern mountain
area of Guangzhou. It has a humid subtropical monsoon climate characterized by warm winters, hot
summers, little frost and snow, and sufficient rain and sunshine. The annual average temperature is
21.6 ◦C, and the annual precipitation is 2176.3 mm. Rice is one of the major crops in the study area and
a year can be planted in two seasons.

2.2. Data and Pre-Processing

A total of 121 samples were collected from corn during the 2012 growing season on 24 May, 15 June,
23 June, 10 July, 3 August, 12 August, 18 August, 27 August, and 20 September. The measured samples
including LAI, leaf angle distribution (LAD), chlorophyll a and b content (Cab) spectral data were
provided by Heihe Plan Science Data Center, National Natural Science Foundation of China [20–22].
In the Conghua District of Guangzhou City, a total of 100 samples (green points in Figure 1e) were
collected on 3 August, 17 September, 26 September, 15 October, and 24 October in 2015a. In order to
meet the validation requirements for the MODIS LAI product at 500 m spatial resolution, field sampling
plots of 0.5 km by 0.5 km were designed and within each plot, the LAI were collected by LAI-2000
Plant Canopy Analyzers (LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at five locations. Additionally, the values
at the five locations were averaged for each sampling plot. One of the five points was located at the
center of the plot, and the other four points were located at equal distances along the diagonal. Other
parameters used in the PROSAIL model were derived from the Leaf Optical Properties Experiment 93
(LOPEX93) database including leaf structure parameter, pigment content, water content, and content
of other components. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the sample points collected on 10 July 2012.

To validate the performance of our approach, we obtained images from the MOD15A2H LAI
products, GF-1, and ASTER. Additionally, to avoid the combined effect of soil background value and
vegetation, the MODIS LAI, GF-1, and ASTER images were selected for the same time phase with
the measured LAI data We used the MODIS Reprojection Tool to transform the MODIS LAI data
from Sinusoidal to UTM-WGS84 projection and applied the scaling factor of 0.1 [23] to obtain the
standard MODIS LAI. The ASTER data and GF-1 data were geometrically corrected with a total of
24 ground control points measured using global positioning system (GPS) and applying a least squares
transformation. The root mean square error (RMSE) between the estimated and measured ground
control points was less than 0.5 pixel. Atmospheric corrections of ASTER data and GF-1 data were
conducted using the FLAASH model. Geometric corrections for the MODIS products were performed
with the MODIS Tools software.
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Figure 1. The location of the study areas shown using a false color composite image from ASTER data
and GF-1 data: (a) China; (b) the middle reaches of Heihe River Basin; (c) study area in Heihe River
Basin; (d) Conghua District, Guangzhou, Guangdong Province; (e) study area in Conghua District.

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Leaf area index Reference Maps Generated Using the PROSAIL Model

To produce LAI reference maps (15 m ASTER and 8 m GF-1 LAI), it is critical to construct an
estimation model. In this estimation model, the LAI is the dependent variable while canopy reflectance
are the independent variables [24]. The empirical estimation model can be written as [25]:

ŷ = a +
n∑

i=1

bi·x(λi) (1)
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where the dependent variable (ŷ) is the estimated value of LAI of reference maps; a and b represent
constant values; x(λi) represents the optimal relevant canopy reflectance at wavelength λi; and n is the
total number of canopy reflectance variables. Multiple linear regression (MLR) was used to construct
the empirical estimation model.

The field measured LAI in the study area were not sufficient for building an empirical model for
deriving the ASTER and GF-1 LAI reference maps. Thus, we simulated ground LAI with the PROSAIL
model, coupled by the leaf optical properties model PROSPECT [24] and the vegetation canopy model
SAIL [25]. The PROSPECT model is expressed as [26]:

(ρ1, τ1) = PROSPECT(N, Cab, Cbrown, Car, Cw, Cm) (2)

where N is a leaf structure parameter (unitless); Cab is the chlorophyll a and b content (µg/cm2);
Cbrown is the brown pigment content (µg/cm2); Car is the carotenoid content (µg/cm2); Cw is the water
content(g/cm2); and Cm is the dry matter content(µg/cm2). The SAIL model is written as [27]:

ρ = SAIL(ρ1, τ1, LAI, LAD, ρsoil, Diff, Hspot, SZA, VZA, RAA) (3)

where the input parameters are leaf reflectance ρ1; transmittance τ1; leaf area index LAI; leaf inclination
distribution LAD; diffuse reflection coefficient Diff; soil coefficient ρsoil; hot spot parameter Hspot;
atmosphere conditions and view-illumination geometry (solar zenith angle (SZA); view zenith angle
(VZA); and relative azimuth angle (RAA).

In this study, qualitative and quantitative sensitivity analysis methods were driven to obtain
sensitive parameters, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The qualitative sensitivity analysis was performed
by observing the change of the simulated top-of-the-canopy reflectance curves when varying one
parameter while keeping the other parameters constant [28]. The quantitative sensitivity method used
the sensitivity formula to obtain sensitivity parameters. The sensitivity (S) formula is as follows [28,29]:

S =

∑n
j=1

(
ρ
( j)
Xo − ρ

( j)
Xo+∆X

)2

ρ
( j)
Xo

(4)

where Xo is the original parameter value of the model; ∆X is the parameter step, which was determined

through the PROSAIL model test according to relevant references [28]; ρ( j)
Xo is the original canopy

reflectance of the jth added step; ρ( j)
Xo+∆X is the simulated canopy reflectance when the jth parameter

value is X + ∆X; and n is the number of added steps.
Figure 2 shows that the variation of the Cab curve was the largest in the range of 500 nm~700 nm,

followed by LAD. In the range of 760 nm~1300 nm, the parameters LAI, LAD, SZA, VZA, Hspot,
and Cm had a significant influence on canopy reflectance. In the range of 2080 nm~2350 nm, the curve
variation of LAD, LAI SZA, and VZA were relatively larger. The parameters Car, Cbrown, ρsoil, Diff,
and RAA had weak sensitivity in all wavebands.

Figure 3 shows that Cab was the most sensitive parameter in the range of 500 nm to 700 nm,
the sensitivity of LAI was more significant than other parameters in the range of 720 nm to 1300 nm,
and the LAD was also a sensitive parameter from 720 nm to 2500 nm. Therefore, Cab, LAI, and LAD
were selected as sensitive parameters of the PROSAIL model. The specific ranges for the input
parameters in the PROSAIL model set in this study are shown in Table 1.
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After deciding the input parameter values, the PROSAIL model was driven to generate the
look-up-table (LUT) using the simulated LAI and corresponding canopy reflectance. In the LUT,
one LAI value corresponded to 2101 canopy reflectance data from 2101 bands from 400 nm to
2500 nm. Therefore, in order to obtain an accurate empirical estimation model of LAI (Equation (1)),
the appropriate canopy reflectance bands need to be determined from the 2101 bands, according to the
Pearson correlation coefficient and significance level. In this study, the accurate empirical estimation
model of LAI was constructed, taking LAI in the LUT as the dependent variable and the corresponding
canopy reflectance of appropriate bands as independent variables.
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Table 1. The input parameters setting in the PROSAIL model.

Parameters Units Min Max Step

leaf structure index N unitless 1.3 1.3 -
leaf chlorophyll content a + b Cab (µg/cm2) 20 70 5

carotenoid content Car (µg/cm2) 8 8 -
brown pigment Cbrown (µg/cm2) 0 0 -

water content Cw (g/cm2) 0.0095 0.0095 -
dry matter content Cm (µg/cm2) 0.0015 0.0015 -

leaf area index LAI (m2/m2) 0.05 7 0.05
hot parameter Hspot (m2/m2) 0.2 0.2 -

leaf angle distribution LAD (◦) 20 70 5
diffuse reflection coefficient Diff (fraction) 0.2 0.2 -

soil coefficient ρsoil unitless 0.5 0.5 -
Sun zenith angle SZA (◦) 32 32 -

view zenith angle VZA (◦) 0 0 -
Relative azimuth angle RAA (◦) 0 0 -

2.3.2. Validation of Multi-Scale MODIS LAI Products Based on the EBK Interpolation

The LAI products must be compared under the same spatial scale. Therefore, as a robust
non-stationary algorithm for spatial interpolating geophysical corrections [30], the EBK interpolation
in this study performed downscaling transformation on 500 m MODIS LAI products and upscaling
transformation on the LAI reference maps to conduct the validation of multi-scale MODIS LAI products.
In the EBK method, the expression of the predicted LAI values by Kriging Z(x0) is as follows [31,32]:

Z(x0) =
n∑

i=1

λi·Z(xi)
+

n∑
i=1

si·U(xi)
(5)

where Z1, Z2, Z3 . . . Zn are the field measured LAI values; λi(i = 1,2,3 . . . n) are kriging weights
estimated using parameters of the cross-variograms; and si(i = 1,2,3 . . . n) are kriging weights estimated
on the basis of a cross-variogram between Z(xi)

and U(xi)
. n denotes the total number of observations,

where n represents 182 and 135,192 for 500 m MODIS LAI product and 15 m ASTER LAI in Heihe
River Basin study area, respectively, and 140 and 276,219 for 500 m MODIS LAI product and 8 m GF-1
LAI in the Conghua study area. The variable U(x) was a standardized rank that was calculated as [33]:

U(xi)
=

R
n

(6)

where R is a rank of the Rth order statistic of LAI measured on the land surface at location xi.
In this study, EBK interpolation was performed as an upscaling transformation of the 15 m ASTER

and 8 m GF-1 LAIs to 500 m reference maps. The 500 m MODIS LAI products were then respectively
downscaled to 15 m and 8 m. At the validation stage, the measured LAI data and satellite (MODIS,
GF-1, and ASTER) LAI with the same resolution were compared to each other to validate the reliability
of the 500 m MODIS LAI products at different spatial scales. Four statistical metrics (the determination
coefficient R2, mean relative error MRE, root-mean-square error RMSE and relative root mean square
error RRMSE) were used to quantify the deviation between two datasets:

R2 = 1−

∑n
i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2

∑n
i=1

(
yi − yi

)2 (7)

MRE =

∑n
i=1

∣∣∣yi − ŷi

∣∣∣/yi

n
(8)
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RMSE =

√∑n
i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2

n
(9)

RRMSE =
RMSE

y
× 100% (10)

where y is the mean value of the measured samples; yi is the measured value of the ith sample; ŷi is
the estimated value of the ith sample; and n is the number of samples.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution Map of Multi-Scale ASTER, GF-1, and MODIS LAI over Crop during Its Growth Cycle

The Pearson correlation coefficients between the field simulated LAI and field measured spectral
canopy reflectance are shown in Figure 4, which indicates that band 824 nm had the largest correlation
with LAI compared to other spectral bands. Therefore, in this paper, the ASTER band 3, with a range
of 760 nm–860 nm, was selected to create the ASTER LAI products at 15 m resolution.
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Figure 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between the field simulated leaf area index and field measured
canopy reflectance.

The canopy reflectance data simulated by the PROSAIL model were spectrally resampled by
the spectral resampling model in ENVI 5.3 to correspond to the spectral resolution (760–860 nm) of
ASTER band 3. Then, the LUT was constructed by the resampled canopy reflectance data and LAI
simulated by the PROSAIL model, which was used to solve the coefficients of Equation (1). Finally,
the ASTER LAI and GF-1 LAI products with 15 m and 8 m spatial resolution were generated according
to Equation (1), which is shown in the left figure of each phase in Figures 5 and 6. At the same time,
the EBK interpolation method was driven to perform the downscaled transformation of the 500 m
MODIS LAI products to generate MODIS LAI products at 15 m and 8 m resolution, which is shown in
the right figure of each phase in Figures 5 and 6.

As shown in the left figure of each phase in Figures 5 and 6, LAI increased first and then decreased
with time during the growth cycle of crops (corn and rice). LAI values were small at the early growing
period (30 May and 14 June for corn; 3 August for rice), shown in red and orange shades in the graphs.
LAI values began to increase at the middle stage (mid-to-late July and early August for corn and late
September for rice) and peaked at the heading to flowering stage (mid-August for corn; 15 October for
rice). Later, LAI values began to decrease at the maturity stage (mid-to-late September for corn and
mid-to-late October for rice). During the crop growth cycle, the ASTER-derived LAI distribution maps
were basically consistent with those of MODIS. While there was relatively larger difference in the early
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and late growth stage because 15 m MODIS products were acquired from 500 m MODIS products
having more many mixed pixels than the other phases in the corn and rice fields.
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The EBK interpolation method was used to perform the upscaling transformation of 15 m ASTER
and 8 m GF-1 LAI to LAI products at 500 m resolution, respectively, which are shown in the left
figure of each period in Figures 7 and 8. The 500 m LAI products obtained by the EBK method
lost detailed information (such as roads and villages) as pixels became mixed. From the spatial
distributions of LAI in Figures 5–8, the 500 m ASTER and GF-1 LAI were more consistent with the
500 m MODIS LAI products than other 15 m and 8 m LAI products with more detailed information.
The frequency distribution (Figure 9) also indicates that more detailed spatial LAI patterns could be
found in downscaled LAI, but were averaged out in the original MODIS LAI.
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3.2. Multi-Scale Validation of MODIS LAI Product

For this study, 121 and 100 in situ LAI measurements were collected in Heihe River Basin and
Conghua District, respectively, during the crop growth cycle to validate the LAI products. The MODIS
LAI products at 8 m, 15 m, and 500 m spatial resolution were compared with ASTER LAI products at
15 m and 500 m resolution, with GF-1 LAI products at 8 m and 500 m resolution and with the field
measured LAI (shown in Figure 10). Figure 10 highlights the differences among MODIS LAI, ASTER
LAI, GF-1 LAI, and measured LAI. In Figure 10, compared to the field measured LAI and ASTER LAI
during the crop growth cycle, MODIS LAI tends to underestimate at low LAI and overestimate at high
LAI. ASTER LAI values at 15 m resolution were closer to the MODIS LAI values than the field measured
LAI values because of decreased spatial scale mismatch between the two pixel-based products.
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The MODIS LAI products, ASTER LAI products, GF-1 LAI products, and field measured LAI values
from validation samples were compared by calculating the MRE, RMSE, and relative RMSE percentage
(Figure 11). The highest R2 was between MODIS LAI and ASTER LAI at 15 m resolution (R2 = 0.758),
followed by the correlation between MODIS LAI and measured LAI (R2 = 0.745). The validation
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accuracy of MODIS LAI using ASTER LAI was higher than GF-1 LAI and field measured LAI, showing
that the RRMSE was 28.73% for 15 m resolution, 29.00% for 8 m resolution, and 29.41%–30.80% for
500 m resolution, respectively, which suggests that the ASTER LAI products generated by the PROSAIL
model were more suitable to validate the MODIS LAI products. The MODIS LAI products at 15 m
resolution were closer to the field measured LAI than the 500 m and 8 m resolution MODIS LAI
products, which implies that the MODIS LAI products at 15 m resolution would be more effective in
monitoring surface vegetation cover and vegetation growth.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison with Other Similar Studies

Previous studies using direct and indirect methods to validate the accuracy of MODIS LAI products
at a local or global scale [15,17,34–40], while providing valuable information, have some limitations.

First, previous validation methods [5,7] focused on validating MODIS LAI products at 500 m
without downscaling the MODIS LAI to a finer resolution. Thus, these methods cannot evaluate the
reliability of the 500 m MODIS LAI products at a fine local scale. The method proposed in this paper
not only validated the accuracy of the MODIS LAI product with 500 m spatial resolution, but also
validated the MODIS LAI with 15 m and 8 m spatial resolution generated by the EBK interpolation of
the 500 m MODIS LAI. From Figure 11, the evaluation statistics derived from the comparison between
the 15 m MODIS LAI and 15 m ASTER LAI were 0.758 of R2, 23.92% of MRE, 0.82 of RMSE and 28.73%
of RRMSE, which show improvements of 0.055, 1.23%, 0.06, and 2.07%, respectively, compared with
the results calculated at 500 m spatial resolution. When compared to 8 m GF-1 LAI, the evaluation
statistics of 8 m MODIS LAI products were 0.740 of R2, 20.53% of MRE, 0.70 of RMSE, and 29.00% of
RRMSE. These results show that the MODIS LAI with 15 m resolution obtained by EBK interpolation
was more reliable than the MODIS LAI products with a 500 m resolution.

Second, previous validation studies [8,11] were based on a variety of vegetation types and rarely
considered the crop growth cycle to validate the MODIS LAI product. In this study, the MODIS LAI
products were validated based on the corn and rice growth cycles. Figure 10 indicates that the MODIS
LAI product showed the mischaracterized corn and rice growth cycles except for the crop heading to
the flower stage (August for corn and mid-October for rice), underestimating in low LAI regions and
overestimating at LAI high regions. The results were in agreement with those of previous studies [17],
where the inversion accuracy of the Collection 5 MODIS LAI (MOD15A2) products was examined for
three typical vegetation types (i.e., alpine meadow, steppe, and subalpine shrub).

Third, though few downscaling techniques studies [19] have been able to downscale the lower
spatial resolution satellite LAI products into the spatial resolution of the bridging LAI results and
then conduct a comparison, some downscaling techniques have been applied to acquire other remote
sensing data estimates [41,42]. Three machine learning approaches—random forest, boosted regression
trees, and Cubist—were evaluated for a downscaling of the 25 km AMSR-E soil moisture data using
1 km MODIS products with a R2 ranging from 70% to 75% [41]. Compared with the EBK downscaling
method, the predictive accuracy of these downscaling methods showed no obvious difference. Thus,
to improve the product validation accuracy, the optimal algorithm will be sieved in the future.

4.2. Prospects for Future Studies

The proposed method serves as a reference for future validation work. Due to the absence of other
field vegetation type information, we cannot currently validate the MODIS LAI product uncertainties
brought about by the type of vegetation. Thus, more field measured samples from different vegetation
types need to be collected to further validate the reliability of the proposed validation method.

In this study, the scale-transformation method was performed between 500 m, 15 m, and 8 m
spatial resolution pixels, which affects the accuracy of the validation due to the large difference in
spatial scales. Future studies should consider introducing intermediate spatial scales of LAI to complete
the MODIS LAI validation.

5. Conclusions

This study validated the MOD15A2H LAI products using a new multi-scale LAI product
validation method based on the crop growth cycle. The experiment was conducted by long-term in situ
observations during the corn and rice growth cycles. Results have shown that the MODIS LAI product
with 500 m spatial resolution was overestimated during the medium growth stage (mid-to-late July
and early August for corn and late September for rice) and underestimated during other growth stages
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(including tillering stage, jointing stage, heading to flowering stage, and maturity stage). The ASTER
LAI values obtained by the PROSAIL model were more closely related to the MODIS LAI than GF-1
LAI and field measured LAI, with a R2 of 0.758 for 15 m spatial resolution, and R2 of 0.703 for 500 m.
The relationship between MODIS LAI and field measured LAI had R2 of 0.707 for 8 m, R2 of 0.745 for
15 m, and R2 of 0.675–0.696 for 500 m. Uncertainties in current satellite products still exist at different
scales. Future studies should focus on considering the scale difference between field measurements
and moderate resolution pixels utilizing higher resolution and pure pixel information of vegetation
type observations.
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